UNIVERSAL CABLE
for Fakra RCA Video and Camera Connection

ID: 863421

EXAMPLES OF STANDARD DEVICES FOR
WHICH CABLE IS SUITABLE

The photo is provided for reference only. Appearance of the control panel
and monitor may slightly differ depending on the car model.

DESCRIPTION
This cable is designed for connecting additional video sources, such as
rear view cameras, DVD/HD players, or TV receivers, to the OEM media
system of a car.
This cable will allow you to easily connect these devices to the OEM head
unit without damaging the car wiring. The main compatibility condition
for this cable is the presence of Fakra sockets on the head unit. These
sockets usually have green, brown or beige (in the case of Ford cars)
coloring and are not always located on the monitor. Quite often they are
located on the media system to which the monitor is connected.

Note! In most cases, OEM video inputs need to be activated either by
the dealer diagnostic equipment or by additional activation devices. In
order to connect a TV receiver, a video in motion function should also be
activated or additional equipment that activates this function needs to be
installed in the car.

СOMPATIBILITY
Brand

Type of system/
model years

Audi

2G, 3G, 3G Plus

Ford

Ford Blaupunkt NX
Ford Sync1 with 4.2’’
Color LCD
Ford Sync1 with 5’’
Color LCD

Jaguar

2006-2016

Land Rover

2006-2016

MercedesBenz

NTG 1
NTG 2.5
NTG 4.0
NTG 4.5*
Alpine RY2550 20122018
Alpine RY2560 20122018

Porsche

PCM 2.1
PCM 3.0

Range Rover

2006-2016

Volkswagen

Crafter NTG 2.5
Crafter RSD-4000
2014-2018
Crafter RNS-6000
2014-2018

Volvo

2009-2016

Type of video
input
TV receiver

Video signal
format
PAL

R-CAM
NTSC
TV receiver
R-CAM

NTSC

TV receiver

PAL

R-CAM

NTSC

TV receiver

PAL

R-CAM

NTSC

TV receiver

PAL

R-CAM

NTSC

R-CAM

NTSC

TV receiver

PAL

R-CAM

NTSC

R-CAM

NTSC

TV receiver

PAL

MANUAL

*The cable is only compatible with single Fakra connectors. Double Fakra
connectors are not supported.
Product specifications, appearance and package content may differ from
those presented on the website and can be changed without notice.
Please, contact sales manager before purchase.
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